INSTINCT, INTELLIGENCE AND CHARACTER
those used as finals for A and B, and vice versa. A and C
are now given intensive practice (for a fortnight, a month,
or even a year) in learning nonsense syllables, while B and
D are given no such practice, filling in the corresponding
time of day with, say, a task in copying drawings. Other-
wise the daily round of all four groups should be alike.
When at the end of the experiment all the groups are
again tested, the following results are those commonly
found.
A and C, which have practised learning nonsense syllables,
have naturally improved a great deal in this activity. B
and D have usually also improved somewhat in this in spite
of having had no practice—this is commonly attributed
either to " growth " or to the practice effect of the first
test itself—but to a very slight extent compared with
A and C.
The interesting question, however, is whether the prac-
tice in nonsense syllables has "transferred" to learning
prose. In the test in prose, all four groups have usually
improved, but the improvement of A and C is commonly
a little more than the improvement of the control groups
B and D. Not a great deal more—it varies from the same
to about twice as much. And certainly a great deal less
than would have been shown had the time been directly
applied to practising prose learning. This last point is
particularly well brought out when a still more cunning
arrangement of groups is used, as by Dr. W. G. Sleight.1
It would be a good exercise for a reader to plan an arrange-
ment to test this point.
There cannot be much doubt in the mind of anyone
who has studied experiments like that outlined above, that
the general picture shown in them is " very little transfer " ;
and that to get improvement in a certain function or in
certain material it is many times more advisable to give,
training in that function itself, or that material itself,
1 See Bnt. Journ of Psychology, 1911, iv, 386-457.
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